The structure of the voltage-sensitive sodium channel. Inferences derived from computer-aided analysis of the Electrophorus electricus channel primary structure.
A variety of computer-aided analyses was applied to the recently derived amino acid sequence of the Electrophorus electricus sodium channel protein in order to extract structural information such as hydrophobicity, periodicity, and secondary structure predictors. We propose a schematic model for the arrangement and folding of the polypeptide chain within the bilayer. The model consists of 4 homologous regions, each containing 8 membrane-spanning (probably alpha-helical) structures. Several of these structures are amphipathic with a repeat of 3.5 residues, 4 of which (one from each homologous region) are postulated to form a negatively charged channel lining. Gating currents are proposed to arise from voltage-dependent separation of multiple ion pairs buried within the hydrophobic, intramembranous protein interior.